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We have been using Zerona-Lipolaser since last two years in AMAYA CLINIC-USA. The phenomenal results in terms
of inch losses made us to bring Zerona-Lipolaser in India and we became the proud pioneers to launch Zerona
technology in India at our Mumbai Center (AMAYA™ CLINIC : Lokhandwala Complex , Andheri west , Mumbai400053) in August 2010. Within a short span of 5 months more than 70 patients have undergone the Zerona
treatment along with our own protocols at AMAYA (Mumbai) with results much better than we expected and surely
better than our USA centers. We would like to thanks our patients to have faith in us and the new technology. We are
so much impressed by the results that we are very happy to announce the launch of our new center at Santacruz
(west), Mumbai to be started from 18th Jan 2011. Thanks Zerona!

Records of 25 patients undergone Zerona treatment at AMAYA™ Clinic-Mumbai:
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I have used Zerona in my practice and I have found this non surgical technology for fat reduction absolutely
wonderful. This gives visible as well as measurable results within a short span of three weeks.
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Obesity is a complex disease and not a mere cosmetic problem due to over eating. Especially when disability
to exercise becomes an important cause,Zerona laser is a boon for patients with osteoarthritis, high blood
pressure, heart disease, diabetes, hypothyroidism, etc. Zerona adds new vigor and confidence in the life of
obese patients and brings them back into active life and their desired social circle.
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The so far short experience with Zerona is currently very encouraging. Majority of the clients taking the treatment
are losing inches and fat. Once we are through in the next few months yes definitely we may get a good and
excellent feedback as we would have good number of client data.
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After seeing the results of Zerona Lipolaser at my friends clinic (AMAYA CLINIC:Mumbai) , I was very impressed
and installed Zerona Lipolaser in my setup at Raipur. I am very confident that Zerona Lipolaser will surely give the
expected results here also.

